POETRY WEEK 5 TP DUE 10/30/03

Boo!

Per student request, we're trying ( for a while at least) getting the weekly poetry assignments out to you so that you have a full 7 days to work on an idea, instead of 3; from now on, I'll try to head the assignments with both the week number and the date due. All assignments should also be posted on our list‑serve web page.

The question comes up: How many poems do I need to write per week? The answer is, of course, is however many you need to write. This course is intended primarily as a studio course; while there are "content‑based" readings for both studio (Mary Oliver, for instance) and for seminar, they are intended to augment the understanding that stems from "doing the work." I feel strongly that the understanding you'll reach of what constitutes "transcendence," "practice," and "ground," will only become full realized by participating in the practices, rather than making purely intellectual judgements based on book‑ or theory‑reading. The whole purpose of this class is to evolve your own personal, functional definitions of those terms. Read poetry; write poetry; decide.

Continuing in our theme of grounding, I want you to revisit our early trip to Seattle, to the Burke Museum in particular. If you visited their exhibit on death, you may have been impressed by the different approaches adopted by different cultures worldwide. This week's assignment is to write a poem, grounded in your own experience, that either revolves around death or, if you prefer, around celebrations such as Halloween or Day of the Dead.

The topic is a rich one. Your poem can be comic or serious, deal with grief or pranks, burials, cremations, disinterment (the dead in the ground) allude to the scariness of being seared or the deliciousness of being scared (Why do people flock to scary movies?) or can relate to the topic in any other way you choose.

As usual, there are no constraints on style or content, but I want no handwritten submissions, and a single page maximum.

If you have not yet presented a poem you like to the Workshop, be prepared to do so on Thursday.

